Solid model compounds and the thermodynamics of protein unfolding.
Analysis of thermodynamic data on the dissolution of solid cyclic dipeptides into water in terms of group additivity provides a rationale for the enthalpy and entropy convergence temperatures observed for small globular protein denaturation and the dissolution of model compounds into water. Convergence temperatures are temperatures at which the extrapolated enthalpy or entropy changes for a series of related compounds take on a common value. At these temperatures (TH* and TS*) the apolar contributions to the corresponding thermodynamic values (delta H degrees and delta S degrees) are shown to be zero. Other contributions such as hydrogen bonding and configurational effects can then be evaluated and their quantitative effects on the stability of globular proteins assessed. It is shown that the denaturational heat capacity is composed of a large positive contribution from the exposure of apolar groups and a significant negative contribution from the exposure of polar groups in agreement with previous results. The large apolar contribution suggests that a liquid hydrocarbon model of the hydrophobic effect does not accurately represent the apolar contribution to delta H degrees of denaturation. Rather, significant enthalpic stabilizing contributions are found to arise from peptide groups (hydrogen bonding). Combining the average structural features of globular proteins (i.e. number of residues, fraction of buried apolar groups and fraction of hydrogen bonds) with their specific group contributions permits a first-order prediction of the thermodynamic properties of proteins. The predicted values compare well with literature values for cytochrome c, myoglobin, ribonuclease A and lysozyme. The major thermodynamic features are described by the number of peptide and apolar groups in a given protein.